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July 2015 Climate Summary
Month Summary
Record setting rainfall in June persisted into the first three weeks of July. For the month the July
state average rainfall tallied to 6.04”, tied with 1969 as the 7th wettest July on record. The
preliminary combined June and July rainfall total was set at 15.09”, the 2nd wettest June-July period
on record in Indiana since 1895. The wettest June-July state total was 16.15” in 1958.
Flash flooding was a frequent challenge in Indiana during July with dozens of water rescues by boat
required. Two men drowned in separate incidents. There were 5 tornadoes on three days: July
12th, 13th, and 17th, reported in Johnson, Warren, Putnam, and Tippecanoe counties.
This month was the 3rd consecutive cool July. The state average temperature for July 2015 was
73.3°F which is 1.3°F below normal. This ties 1961 and 2008 as the 40th coolest July on record.
Some recent cooler Julys were a 72.3°F average in 2013, good for 23rd coolest. A 71.9°F mean in
2007 falls into 12th place. The 69.2°F value in 2009 ranks as the 2nd coolest July. Do you
remember? The coldest July on record happened just last year with a chilly 69.1°F state average.
The day split in July 2015 was 17 days of below normal temperature, 11 days above normal, and 3
days at normal. There was 1 day with the state average temperature at 10°F or more below normal.
The highest temperature of the month in the cooperative observer network was 96°F on July 15th in
Mount Vernon and again on July 29th at Myers Lock and Dam. The coldest minimum was 50°F on
July 8th in Rockville and again on July 10th at the Goshen Airport.
The July state precipitation average of 6.04” was 1.94” above normal, tying 1969 as the 7th wettest
July on record. A recent wetter July was the 8.18” state average in 2003, perched in the rankings at
2nd wettest on record. The wettest July on record was the 8.55” mean back in 1992. The highest
single day precipitation among cooperative stations in July 2015 was 5.05” recorded on July 14th at
North Vernon 2ne. The highest daily total in the CoCoRaHS network was 6.26” measured on July
8th at Plainfield 1.5nw. The highest monthly total in the cooperative network was 13.14” as
recorded at the Indianapolis Intl Airport. In the CoCoRaHS network the highest monthly total was
17.65” noted by the volunteer in Charlestown 2.6n. A full CoCoRaHS list can be found at
http://www.cocorahs.org/ViewData/TotalPrecipSummary.aspx by selecting a date interval of July
1st – 31st in 2015 for Indiana, then clicking the Total Precip in. column title on the output page to
sort the values.
Regionally July 2015 precipitation was near 150% of normal in all of northern, central, and
southern Indiana. Normal July precipitation ranges from 3.7” in northeast to 4.4” in west central
Indiana. Widespread precipitation fell on about 22 days this month.

July 1st – 10th
July continued where a very wet June left off. Rain fell somewhere in Indiana on each of the first
10 days of the month. Not only was it wet but the state temperature held cooler than normal
throughout the 10 day interval. All 3 cold fronts which crossed the state stalled once they reached
the Ohio River. Severe weather has been absent so far in July.
A slow cold front stalled in central Indiana on July 1st. The state temperature opened the month at
4°F below normal. The next day the nearly stationary front drifted slowly south to the Ohio River.
The temperature nudged cooler by a degree to 5°F below normal. The front inched south into
Kentucky on July 3rd as it yielded to a high pressure ridge which spread from New York to
Wisconsin to Colorado. The ridge crawled south across Indiana on Independence Day, clearing
most skies in time for the holiday celebration. The state average temperature had barely moved
since the month began, stable at 4°F below normal.
High pressure exited east to Pennsylvania on July 5th. Indiana was sunny across much of the state
with pleasant temperatures for a second consecutive day, a delight to rain weary residents. Winds
from the south allowed the temperature to rise to 3°F below normal, then to 1°F below normal by
July 6th. Much cooler Canadian air behind a new cold front marched into northern Indiana on July
7th. Initially the state temperature fell slightly to 4°F below normal. The next day the cold front
advanced to the Ohio River rather quickly but waited there as low pressure approached Indiana
from the southwest. Meanwhile cold air from Canada continued to filter into the state, lowering the
state temperature to 10°F below normal and marking July 8th as the coldest of the 10 day interval.
The southwest storm traveled directly over Indiana the next day. The leading warm front tracked
across the state briefly but was followed immediately by the trailing cold front. The state
temperature barely noticed, hanging on at 9°F below normal. The weak cold front finally reached
the Ohio River on July 10th and, following the now familiar trend, stalled there. The state
temperature was unaffected by the weak cold front but responded to warmer air and precipitation
already overrunning the state from the southwest. The July 10th state temperature rose to 6°F below
normal to end the interval.
Over the 10 days the state temperature averaged to 5°F below normal. Typically at the start of July
daily maximum temperatures should range between 83°F and 89°F north to south across the state.
Daily minimums normally vary between 63°F in far northern Indiana to 68°F in the far southwest
corner of the state. The warmest daily maximum temperature in the cooperative station network in
these 10 days was 89°F at Boonville 1s on July 6th and at Vincennes 5 ne on July 7th. The coolest
daily minimum in this same network was 50°F at Rockville on July 8th and at Goshen Airport on
July 10th.
Rainfall was moderate to start the month, turned light to dry over the holiday weekend, then heavy
near the end of the interval. Regionally over the 10 days amounts averaged near 2.3” in northern
Indiana, 2.0” in central counties, and 2.8” across southern Indiana. These totals equate to about
210% of normal in the north, 150% of normal in central, and 200% of normal in southern Indiana.
These approximately double normal rates continued the June trend. The heaviest single day rainfall
amounts were measured by 3 Plainfield observers in the CoCoRaHS network with reports on the
morning of July 8th at 6.26”, 6.08”, and 5.83”. The Clayton volunteer had 5.40” while in Avon
5.10” was found in the rain gage. The Plainfield volunteer totals for the 10 days included 7.90”,

7.07”, and 6.78”. At Charlestown 7.90” was tallied while near Rensselaer 5.90” was summed over
the 10 days.
Continued flooding due to heavy rainfall in June and early July forced the city of Newburgh in
Warrick county to cancel its first Independence Day boat parade on the Ohio River.
Rainfall on July 7th entered the record books as the 7th wettest day ever in over 100 years of
Indianapolis history. This heavy rain in July fell on ground saturated by June storms, causing flash
flooding in some Indianapolis neighborhoods Residents of more than 20 homes had to be rescued
by boat. At least 35 homes there incurred some flood damage. Drivers of vehicles stalled in street
flooding had to be rescued as storm drains could not handle the torrential rains. Campers in RV
parks were evacuated as well. Shelters were opened as temporary housing to 50 to 60 displaced
residents. Roads were closed in adjacent Hamilton county due to heavy flooding.
On July 9th the Indiana Department of Homeland Security (IDHS) requested anyone who sustained
water or flood damage since June 7th to file a report with details of their uninsured losses with the
state. These reports were needed to compile damage assessments to determine if application for
assistance from FEMA and the Small Business Association should be made. It was expected that
some farmers would not make a profit this growing season. In Rensselaer inmates with the work
release program were being used to pick up thousands of sand bags which were distributed earlier
for flood control. In Carroll county some roads were starting to flood.
Farm Service Agency officials began to evaluate local crop losses to determine if individual
counties were eligible for a state disaster declaration. A county must show that losses from one
crop exceed 30% to be eligible. Flood impact on the public is expected to be an increase in milk
prices and a lowered availability of corn to supply local ethanol plants.
On the positive side a bumper crop of blueberries was anticipated in areas which were wet but did
not flood. Blueberries thrive in wet weather during June and early July.
According to the July 6th edition of the USDA Indiana Crop Bulletin farmers in northern and central
Indiana finally got a chance to apply nitrogen to corn and soybeans. The holiday break from nearly
continuous rain events allowed a reduction in field ponding. Some much delayed hay cutting and
baling was finally possible. Yet the condition of corn and soybeans was rated at less than 50% good
or excellent around the state and wheat fields were still too wet to harvest to make room for double
crop soybean planting. Unfortunately weeds were growing all too well.

July 11th – 17th
The prolonged wet spell which began June 7th has persisted into mid-July. With the exception of 2
days this week moderate to heavy rain continued across much of Indiana. Cloudy skies and storm
systems moving directly overhead limited daily range in the state average temperature, holding
within 5°F of normal. Five tornadoes spun up in Indiana on July 12th, 13th, and 17th during four
days of severe weather. There were 2 deaths by drowning this week and 3 people injured when
trees fell on their vehicles.
The state average temperature began at 4°F below normal. High pressure over Ohio on July 11th
helped start a warming trend. The high center moved east and a new storm system settled overhead
Indiana the next day. The storm’s leading warm front transported warmer air into the southwest
quarter of the state nudging the temperature upward to normal.
On July 13th the warm front drifted northward to central Indiana. The state temperature showed
little movement, holding near 1°F above normal. Finally the warm front reached Michigan, placing
all of Indiana inside the warm sector the next day. Two cold fronts in sequence pounced on Indiana
early on July 15th. The state temperature fell to nearly 4°F below normal and the rain finally
subsided. High pressure quickly moved through and beyond Indiana on July 16th, setting up another
return flow of warm air. The next day the state temperature rebounded to 2°F above normal.
Another warm front punched through the state that day and brought Indiana inside a strong warm
sector. Warmer air rich with moisture rushed into Indiana. Once again the rains returned to close
out the week.
Overall for the week the state temperature averaged to 1°F below normal. Typically at this point in
July the daily maximum temperature should vary between 83°F in far northern counties of Indiana
to 89°F in the southwest corner of the state. Daily minimums normally range from 63°F to 68°F
north to south across the state. The warmest daily maximum temperature in the cooperative station
network this week was 96°F at Mount Vernon on July 15th. The coolest minimum temperature in
this same network was 51°F at Spencer on July 16th.

Moderate to heavy rain fell the first half of the week inside unstable humid air masses. The arrival
of cooler temperatures later in the week nearly shut down storms for a few days. The return of
warm unstable air at the end of the week brought back storminess and heavy rainfall. Regionally
for the week rainfall averaged about 2” across northern Indiana, 2.3” in central sections, and 1.9” in
southern Indiana. These amounts equate to about 260% of normal in northern and central Indiana
and 210% of normal in the south. The heaviest single day rainfall amounts were found in the
morning reports of July 14th. In the CoCoRaHS network North Vernon measured 5.52” that day
while the observer in Hanover collected 4.76” in the gage there. The Columbus volunteer noted
4.68” while in Portland 4.48” was recorded. Over the full week two Jeffersonville gages tallied to
7.30” and 7.18”. Two Columbus observers had 7.06” and 6.76”. Hanover had a 6.01” total.
Severe weather ran rampant this week with tornadoes, thunderstorms, flash floods, hail, high wind,
and heavy rainfall causing deaths, injuries, and extensive damage to utilities and property
throughout Indiana. A daily chronology of major storm impacts follows.
July 12
An EF-0 tornado was confirmed in Johnson county. Power lines and more than 100 trees were
broken, splintered, and twisted by winds estimated at 85 mph. One of the downed power lines fell
into a lake. A tree punctured the roof of a house while another crushed a pickup truck. About 25
homes were damaged and 2 residents had to be evacuated. The Red Cross helped Johnson county
officials attend to displaced residents. There were no injuries reported.
In Morgan county heavy rains left cars and homes underwater. About a dozen homes were
evacuated due to flooding caused by heavy rain. Officials in Mooresville performed boat rescues to
extract residents from a few of the flooded homes. Many roads were closed due to high water. The
Red Cross distributed cleaning supplies and set up shelters for displaced residents in Mooresville
and Nineveh. No injuries were reported.
In Hendricks county heavy rainfall caused flooding that shut down highway intersections. Monroe
county roads were covered with water and tree limbs were down across the area. In Brown county
heavy rains shut down access to some businesses. A corn field was blown down by high winds and
several trees were damaged.
July 13
The NWS confirmed an EF-0 tornado touched down for about 0.1 mile in Warren county near Pine
Village this evening. Winds were estimated at 70 mph. There were no injuries or structural damage
with most damage limited to crops.
In Putnam county an EF-1 tornado was confirmed northeast of Greencastle. Wind speeds hit 90
mph over a path 0.1 mile long. Trees and power poles fell in the high winds.
A Brown county man fell into a creek and drowned behind his home this evening. Officers in
Brown and Bartholomew counties had spent a hectic night saving people who had become stranded
by rising flood waters in their homes and vehicles.

Very large hail fell in extreme northwest Indiana. Hail size in Lake county was reported from 1.75”
up to 2.75” in diameter. One inch hail fell in Kosciusko, Marion, Morgan, Boone, and Harrison
counties. Hail was somewhat larger in Hendricks county at 1.50”.
Wind damage was extensive on this day. A large portion of central and south central Indiana
extending along a line from Tippecanoe county to Clark county reported trees down, some on
power lines, and others on roads, highways, or signs. Other counties impacted by wind damage
outside this central area included Elkhart, Noble, Allen, Jay, Randolph, Fayette, Cass, Ohio, and
Knox.
In Bartholomew county roads and property were flooded and trees snapped and uprooted. A tree
fell on a garage and other fallen trees blocked US31 for a time. Severe weather and 77 mph winds
downed power lines causing numerous outages. Utility crews from other parts of Indiana were
brought in to help fix the massive damages. The Columbus hospital sustained a punched hole in its
roof and several inches of water flooded the first floor. The saturated ground since early June has
compounded problems in this area with many neighborhoods experiencing water damage. Two
families were rescued from flooding and provided emergency lodging by the Red Cross. One
family home suffered lightning damage while a tree fell on another house.
Other scattered damages of note included in Tippecanoe county where high winds tore the roof off a
concrete plant. A driver was injured in Boone county when a tree fell on his car. There were also
damages to signs in that area. In Marion county several trees fell on vehicles, homes were
damaged, power lines fell and blocked roads, and streets were flooded. In Brown county power
lines were ripped down by trees and flooding was a significant problem. In Jefferson county many
trees fell and high winds destroyed a barn there. Trees fell on a state highway in Clark county.
There was also some tree damage reported in Montgomery and Clinton counties. Thousands of
Jennings county residents had no power and dozens of trees were reported down there.
July 14
A Clark county man drowned after flood waters swept away his truck. In Bartholomew county 14
water rescues were made and 1 rescue was needed in Brown county.
In Boone county roads were flooded and more trees fell on to roads. In Tippecanoe county some
trees fell and damaged homes. In Jackson county water overran I-65 near Seymour for an extended
time.
Overnight flooding in the Whitley county town of Roanoke left a foot of water in downtown.
Residents of side streets had several feet of water in their homes.
July 15
In Jay county downtown Portland was underwater for the third time this summer. Several inches of
water covered the floors of downtown businesses. US27 was closed for more than a day due to
flooding. The severity of the flooding this year is attributed to the intensity and frequency of heavy
downpours, leaving the ground so saturated it doesn’t have time to dry out.
July 17
Two tornadoes touched down in Tippecanoe county. The first tornado occurred late in the
afternoon and was rated an EF-1 with winds estimated to 100 mph. The path length was just 0.2

mile. There were no reported injuries. The tornado destroyed a garage, tore down power lines, and
sheared or downed nearby trees.
The second tornado was also classified an EF-1 with winds estimated to 97 mph with a path length
of almost 0.3 mile. There were no significant injuries. This tornado collapsed a garage, pulled trees
out of the ground and tore siding off a home. Elsewhere in the county winds to 50 mph tore some
limbs off trees.
Hail 1” in diameter was reported in Randolph and Wayne counties.
In Indianapolis a shopping center was shut down and evacuated due to flooding. Several businesses
were damaged by flooding. Customers in a grocery store were evacuated when water poured down
the aisles. Nearby 5 neighborhood residents were evacuated by boat from their homes. A
transformer mounted on a power pole fell to the ground and caught fire after being hit by lightning.
The pole and grass were scorched by flames and a house immediately caught fire. Elsewhere in
Marion county reports of downed power lines, stranded motorists, and gas leaks were reported to
emergency dispatchers.
Intense rainfall and high winds caused havoc throughout Indiana. Local roads were not passable in
Johnson county. One car was abandoned as a creek overflowed on to a road. Winds to 60 mph
snapped and uprooted trees, blocking a road in Hendricks county. In Boone county large branches
fell across roadways, power lines came down, and water ponded due to intense rainfall. In Decatur
county a tree fell on a pickup truck, injuring 2 people. Other fallen trees blocked roadways. In
Ripley county intense rainfall caused standing water on a state highway. Trees blown over by high
winds blocked roads there as well. In Jefferson county trees snagged power lines while a roof
suffered shingle damage. Large limbs and trees fell in Clark and Floyd counties.
State government requested that Indiana residents who sustained uninsured property damage report
that damage to the state website. These reports would be used to help IDHS make preliminary
damage assessments and determine if federal assistance should be sought.
The July 20th edition of the USDA Indiana Crop Bulletin remained dismal about farming conditions
given the continued frequent heavy rainfall. According to the report only a few mid-week days
were suitable to work fields. The bulletin noted farmers continue to be challenged to combine
wheat, cut and bale hay, and plant double crop soybeans. Harvested wheat has been of low quality
with disease that often causes rejection at local elevators. Corn growth is extremely variable with
early planted corn still doing the best. About half the corn crop has reached the silk stage. Less
than half the corn and soybean crops were rated in good to excellent condition. Despite muddy
feedlots livestock were still in good condition.

July 18th – 24th
A final day of severe weather on July 18th marked a welcome end to tornadoes, hail, wind damage,
heavy rain, and flooding in Indiana – at least for a while. A cooling trend most of this week
concluded with a few days of warming. A break in the nearly every-day rain pattern arrived in the
second half of the week.
The week began warm with the state temperature at 4°F above normal. Indiana was positioned
inside a strong warm and humid air mass sector. A cold front approached from the north the next
day as the temperature slid a tad to 3°F above normal. The cold front trekked through Indiana on
July 20th but stalled at the Ohio River, a typical resting place of cold fronts moving through the state
this summer. The state temperature fell to normal. A stronger second cold front raced south
through Indiana the next day and caught up to the stationary front parked at the Ohio River. Cooler
air slowly infiltrated the state as the temperature edged down a bit to 1°F below normal.
High pressure from Canada arrived in Indiana and forced the merged fronts far south of the state on
July 22nd, bringing sunny skies and pleasant temperatures. This was the coolest day of the week
with the state temperature falling to 5°F below normal. The ridge of high pressure expanded into
neighboring states through July 24th, keeping Indiana mostly sunny with a slight warming trend.
The week ended with the state temperature at 1°F below normal.
Overall for the week the state temperature averaged to 1°F below normal. Usually in the third week
of July the daily maximum temperature should range between 83°F and 88°F north to south across
the state. The daily minimum normally varies from 63°F in far northern Indiana to 68°F in the far
southwest corner of the state. The warmest daily maximum temperature this week in the
cooperative station network was 96°F at Terre Haute on July 20th. The coolest daily minimum in
this same network was 52°F at New Castle 4sse on July 23rd.
As temperatures cooled early in the week rain kept falling. The arrival of high pressure near the end
of the week largely shut down rain events after July 21st. Regionally for the week about 1.1” was
recorded across northern Indiana, 1.3” in central areas, and 0.8” in the south. These amounts equate
to normal in the north, about 110% of normal in central, and 90% of normal in southern Indiana.

The highest local rainfall amounts came at the start of the week during the last severe weather day
on July 18th. Among the heavier CoCoRaHS reports were 4.43” and 4.13” measured by two
observers near Greenwood, 3.91” recorded at Speedway, 3.78” observed in Clayton, and 3.76”
noted at Plainfield, all in central Indiana. This area also had the highest weekly rain totals with
4.70” and 4.60” at the Greenwood locations, 4.60” in Brooklyn, 4.34” at Clayton, and 4.30” in
Plainfield.
High winds caused damage in a handful of northern Indiana counties on July 18th. In Elkhart
county 60 mph winds toppled trees which then snagged power lines and cut off power. Some trees
may have been struck by lightning. Four animal shelters were destroyed in the storm. In St Joseph
county a tree took down a power line and in Marshall county trees were uprooted and fell on to a
house. Trees fell on roadways in Laporte, Huntington, and Blackford counties. In Porter county
more trees were snapped in high wind gusts.
The afternoon storm left thousands of residents without power in Porter and Laporte counties.
Police reported smoldering trees where live wires were dangling. In Laporte county traffic signals
were out and tree limbs were on the ground. One lane of I-94 was closed that evening due to
flooding caused by the intense rainfall.
On July 20th residents of 4 lake homes in Noble county voluntarily evacuated as lake water
surrounded their homes. Lake levels had risen this summer with each heavy rain storm that moved
through that area. In some cases this caused the home sewer system to shut down. The Red Cross
provided shelter for displaced residents.
On July 23rd the city of Muncie notified the public there were higher levels of sewage in the White
River than usual. The water treatment plant had been adding more chemicals to the river water
since Muncie relies on the White River as its source of drinking water. Some of the recent heavy
rainfall was combined with city sewage which was discharged into the river. This is a last resort
practice in urban areas when rainfall rates exceed the design capacity of the sewage system.
The July 27th edition of the USDA Indiana crop bulletin rejoiced that sunshine had returned this
week. Saturated fields were finally getting a chance to dry out. Surveyed farmers rated a little less
than half of soils as surplus in moisture. Farmers were able to spray for weeds, cut and bale hay,
and finish the wheat harvest. Yet recently harvested wheat was often of poor quality and was being
used for livestock feed. The report said that corn was tasseling but short in height, with variable
growth and variable response to nitrogen. Soybeans were also growing slower than normal. About
two-thirds of the corn has now silked.

July 25th – 31st
The final week of July was warm with normal to above normal temperatures on all 7 days.
Moderate rain fell on several days when a nearly stationary front dallied within Indiana. Locally
heavy rainfall in the center of the state on the evening of July 26th provoked flash flooding which
led to numerous water rescues. There were no severe weather days this week.
Indiana was boxed in on 3 sides by fronts on July 25th. The next day the cold front began moving
across the state but didn’t get very far, stalling in northern Indiana. This stationary front would trail
south across Indiana over 4 days, drifting to central Indiana on July 27th, then to southern Indiana a
day later until dissolving altogether on July 29th. As the front slid south day by day the daily state
average temperature edged higher as warmer air mixed in: to 2°F above normal on July 26th, then
4°F above the next day before topping out at 6°F above normal on July 28th and 29th.
A stronger cold front pushed through Indiana on July 30th, cooling the state temperature a few
degrees to 2°F above normal. A high pressure ridge from the Rockies took control of the state on
July 31st, ending days of moderate rainfall while the state temperature held at 2°F above normal to
wrap up the month.
Overall for this last week of July the daily state temperature averaged to 3°F above normal.
Typically at this time of year the daily maximum temperature should range between 82°F in far
northern counties to 88°F in the southwest corner of the state. Daily minimums should vary
between 63°F and 67°F north to south across the state. The warmest daily maximum temperature in
the cooperative observer network this week was 96°F at Myers Lock and Dam on July 29th. The
coolest daily minimum in this same network was 57°F at New Castle 4sse on July 25th.
Moderate rainfall was reported on all but the first and last days of the week. Regional totals were
about 0.2” across northern Indiana, 0.9” in central sections, and 0.7” in the south. These amounts
equate to about 25% of normal in the north, 75% of normal in southern Indiana, and right about
normal in the central third of the state. Rainfall was intense in the center of Indiana on the evening
of July 26th as the first cold front slowed and morphed into the multi-day stationary front. Among
the heaviest rainfall amounts in the morning reports on July 27th in the CoCoRaHS network were

5.15” at Lawrence, 5.04” about 10 miles northeast of Indianapolis, 4.21” at Castleton, and two
reports of 3.97” and 3.56” about 3 miles east of Indianapolis. The heaviest weekly totals were also
near central Indiana with 5.18” in Lawrence, 4.21” at Castleton, 2.87” near Lebanon, and 2.79” near
New Ross.
Heavy rainfall triggered flash flooding yet again in central Indiana on July 26th. The flooding
swamped city streets and roads. One lane of I-65 was forced to close due to high water during the
deluge. Fire departments in the Indianapolis area responded with 23 water rescues in less than 3
hours. None of the calls were deemed to be life threatening emergencies.
When the official rainfall amount for Indianapolis was tallied at the end of the day the July total so
far had reached 13.13”, the most for any month in records going back to 1875. Yet July still had a
few remaining days on the calendar. Residents marveled at the repeated flooding events that have
occurred just within the past 3 weeks.
The USDA Farm Service Agency and Indiana state government tallied farmland damages due to the
summer rainfall at the end of July. Indiana sent a request to the USDA secretary to declare 53
counties eligible for federal emergency loan assistance. A county will meet the declaration
requirement if it can show at least 30% loss to any one crop in the county. An amended request to
include more counties is possible if more damages are documented after the July 31st assessment.
State government was encouraging farmers to continue providing crop damage reports to their
county FSA if not already submitted.
The August 3rd edition of the USDA Indiana crop bulletin displayed surprise that a few Indiana
farms on sandy soils had turned on irrigation systems. The report noted that some sandy fields were
actually showing some dryness already. The weekly Indiana farmer soil moisture survey rated 9%
of topsoils and 5% of subsoils in short or very short moisture status this week while about 25%
continued with a soil water surplus. The report indicated crops had improved in recent days but
root systems remained poor due to long term wet soils. Soybeans were only showing a few pods
while corn had generally silked but some corn was suffering from nitrogen deficiency. More than
half of Indiana corn and soybean plants were rated in fair to poor condition. Nearly all wheat had
been harvested but yields were low and discounted for disease at local elevators. Hay cutting had
been long delayed in many areas but this week cutting and baling were finally underway.

July 2015
Temperature
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Temperature
71.5
70.8
70.6
73.0
72.8
72.3
76.9
76.1
74.9

Normal
73.6
73.1
72.8
74.8
74.3
73.5
77.1
76.3
75.5

Deviation
-2.1
-2.3
-2.2
-1.8
-1.5
-1.1
-0.2
-0.2
-0.5

State

73.3

74.6

-1.3

Precipitation
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Precipitation
5.49
5.38
5.85
5.57
7.53
5.74
4.79
6.31
7.67

Normal
3.86
3.80
3.66
4.39
4.26
4.10
4.26
4.32
4.12

State

6.04

4.10

Deviation
1.63
1.59
2.19
1.18
3.27
1.64
0.52
1.99
3.55
1.94

Percent of Normal
142
142
160
127
177
140
112
146
186
147

Summer so far (June - July)
Temperature
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Temperature
70.5
70.0
69.7
72.3
72.0
71.4
75.7
75.0
73.9

Normal
71.9
71.3
71.0
73.1
72.5
71.7
75.2
74.4
73.5

Deviation
-1.4
-1.3
-1.3
-0.8
-0.5
-0.3
0.5
0.6
0.4

State

72.4

72.8

-0.5

Precipitation
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Precipitation
15.32
14.25
15.20
15.37
16.33
14.93
13.84
15.10
14.96

Normal
8.20
8.10
7.74
8.72
8.36
8.33
8.37
8.41
8.34

State

15.08

8.30

Deviation
7.12
6.15
7.46
6.65
7.97
6.59
5.47
6.69
6.62
6.79

Percent of Normal
187
176
196
176
195
179
165
180
179
182

2015 Annual (through July)
Temperature
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Temperature
46.9
46.4
46.0
49.4
49.4
48.5
53.3
52.9
51.9

Normal
49.2
48.8
48.4
51.0
50.6
49.7
54.4
53.8
52.9

Deviation
-2.3
-2.4
-2.4
-1.6
-1.1
-1.2
-1.1
-0.9
-1.0

State

49.5

51.1

-1.5

Precipitation
Region
Northwest
North Central
Northeast
West Central
Central
East Central
Southwest
South Central
Southeast

Precipitation
27.84
26.70
27.15
30.11
31.53
30.70
35.66
37.58
33.55

Normal
22.25
22.17
21.46
24.78
24.56
23.93
27.91
28.02
27.15

State

31.32

24.75

Deviation
5.59
4.53
5.69
5.33
6.97
6.77
7.76
9.56
6.40
6.57

Percent of Normal
125
120
127
122
128
128
128
134
124
127

Drought Summary from the U.S. Drought Monitor
Below is a drought summary for the state of Indiana from the U.S. Drought Monitor.
Areas in white are not experiencing any drought. Yellow areas are abnormally dry, but not
considered a drought. Drought begins when the moisture levels become more severe,
with beige, orange, red, and brown indicating increasing levels of drought (moderate, severe,
extreme, and exceptional, respectively). The table below indicates what percentage of the state is
drought free, and how much of the state is in drought by degree of severity (D1 - D4 category).

July 7th Drought Summary

July 14th Drought Summary

July 21st Drought Summary

July 28th Drought Summary

